FAMILY LAW EXPERTS SERIES

MAKING THE MOST OUT OF MEDIATION AND CROSSOVER LITIGATION

FORREST S. MOSTEN
Mediator and Collaborative Law Attorney

ELIZABETH POTTER SCULLY
Jacobson Scully Shebby LLP

JUDGE THOMAS TRENT LEWIS
Los Angeles Superior Court

6 Hours of MCLE/Specialization Credit!
Lunch Provided!

NOVEMBER 2015

Sign-up for our monthly e-newsletter at www.CFLR.com to receive information on special offers and discounts, upcoming seminars and new products!
The practice of family law is constantly evolving. With court underfunding and increasing numbers of self-represented litigants, mediation has become an invaluable opportunity in virtually all family law cases.

California Family Law Report (CFLR) is proud to present the 2015 Family Law Expert Series: Making the Most out of Mediation and Crossover Litigation. Our panelists for this six-hour program are a sitting family law judge, a partner in a family law firm, and a practicing mediator with over 35 years’ experience conducting family law mediations.

These leading authorities in the field will teach lawyers and mediators alike step by step how to optimize the chances for success in mediation. And you will hear the panelists’ well-tested strategies and tactics to mitigate potential litigation.

Lunch is included! There will be ample opportunity to meet and mingle with the panelists and others in attendance.

FOCUS

HIGHLIGHTS

- Advising clients about ADR options before going to court
  - What are the options?
  - Pros and cons of mediation; collaborative law; arbitration of property disputes
  - Cost considerations
- Approaching opposing party to detour from court to an ADR option
- What kind of attorney fee agreement to handle ADR options?
- Negotiating the mediation agreement
- Mediation confidentiality requirements and conflicting public policies (fiduciary duties/financial disclosures)
- Collaborative law approaches to mediation representation
- Strategies for obtaining settlements in mediation
- Reviewing mediated settlements on a limited scope basis or as counsel of record
- Ensuring enforceability of settlement agreement
- Requirements for financial disclosures if no action is pending for dissolution of marriage
- What if mediation fails? Now what?
- Other out-of-court resolution possibilities
- Ethical considerations

COURSE MATERIALS

Enrollees will receive a complete version of all slides used by the presenters, plus other supplemental materials. You have the option of receiving either printed course materials OR course materials on a USB drive, which allows you to save them to your hard drive and take notes directly next to the material covered. See order form to make your selection.

Enrollees may also purchase at special prices TRG’s three-volume California Practice Guide: Family Law, written by Judge William P. Hogoboom (Ret.) and Justice Donald B. King (Ret.), and the two-volume California Practice Guide: Family Law FORMS.

6 HOURS MCLE/SPECIALIZATION CREDIT

Approval of specialization credit in Family Law has been granted by the California Board of Legal Specialization, and approval of MCLE credit for this activity has been granted by the State Bar of California in the amount of 6 hours, including 0.5 hours of Legal Ethics.

To enroll or for more information, call 1-800-747-3161 (ext. 2)
FORREST S. MOSTEN, CFLS, is a Certified Family Law Specialist and has been mediating in private practice since 1979. He limits his practice to mediation, collaborative law, unbundled representation, and premarital agreements in high conflict and complex legal matters. He was named again as a 2015 Super Lawyer in Family Law and in Mediation. He has written four books and numerous articles, and teaches Mediation, Lawyer as Peacemaker, and Family Law Practice: A Non-Litigation Approach as a member of the faculty of the UCLA School of Law. He also teaches in the Dispute Resolution Program at California Western School of Law, trains family lawyers and mediators, and keynotes professional conferences worldwide. He can be reached at www.mostenmediation.com.

ELIZABETH POTTER SCULLY, CFLS, attended Harvard University, graduating magna cum laude with a degree in Classics (Latin) in 1993, and graduated from U.C. Hastings College of the Law in 1996, having focused her studies on Family Law and Consensual Dispute Resolution. Elizabeth has practiced Family Law since joining the California Bar in 1996 and is a Certified Family Law Specialist. She is routinely appointed Minor’s Counsel by the Los Angeles Superior Court in both Family Law and Probate Guardianship matters. She is actively involved in the Family Law Bar, serving on the Family Law Executive Committee of the Beverly Hills Bar Association and on the Board of Directors of Levitt & Quinn Family Law Center. Elizabeth has extensive training in Mediation and Collaborative Law and is currently an adjunct clinical faculty member at UCLA School of Law, where she co-teaches the clinical course on Mediation with Forrest S. Mosten and leads a section of Negotiation Theory and Practice.

JUDGE THOMAS TRENT LEWIS serves in a long cause family law trial department in Los Angeles; he was Assistant Supervising Judge of the Family Law Division from 2011 to 2014. Judge Lewis became a Certified Family Law Specialist in 1985 and was inducted into the American Academy of Matrimonial Lawyers (AAML) in 1987. He served on the Family Law and Juvenile Advisory Commission until 2014 and is a faculty member for the judicial training committee for Family Law (CJER). He is immediate past president of the California Chapter of the Association of Family and Conciliation Courts. He is also a contributing author of The Rutter Group’s California Practice Guide: Family Law and serves as Program Director for CFLR. In 2010, he was awarded the Outstanding Jurist Award by AAML’s Southern California Chapter, and in 2014, he became the first emeritus member of the Association of Certified Family Law Specialists. In 2015, he received the Los Angeles County Bar Association Family Law Section Spencer Brandeis Award, the highest honor bestowed by them.

The Rutter Group California Practice Guide: Family Law Forms

This essential companion to TRG's California Practice Guide: Family Law contains over 250 practice-tested forms (both Judicial Council and attorney-drafted), cross-referenced to the Practice Guide for the substantive law and procedure. Petitions, responses, pendente lite and postjudgment motions and OSCs, along with accompanying declarations and points and authorities, are included...plus QDROs, agreements, questionnaires, checklists and tax forms. This title is updated annually for subscribers by replacement pages.

2 VOLUMES
■ Special Enrollee Price.........$130
■ Regular Price...............$260

Price includes shipping; add applicable sales tax.

To order or for more information, call 1-800-747-3161 (ext. 2)
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PLEASE RETURN THIS ENTIRE PAGE WITH YOUR ENROLLMENT

CHECK ☑ LOCATION
REGISTRATION: 8:00 AM
PROGRAM: 8:30 AM - 4:00 PM
LUNCH PROVIDED

LIVE PROGRAMS
☐ LOS ANGELES
   November 7, 2015 (Sat.)
   Marina del Rey Marriott
   4100 Admiralty Way
   (310) 301-3000

☐ SAN RAMON
   November 14, 2015 (Sat.)
   San Ramon Marriott
   2600 Bishop Drive
   (925) 867-9200

☐ CARLSBAD
   November 21, 2015 (Sat.)
   Sheraton Carlsbad Resort & Spa
   5480 Grand Pacific Drive
   (760) 827-2400

TUITION
☐ Early Bird Tuition (see Tuition Deadlines) $495
☐ Advance Tuition (see Tuition Deadlines) $695
☐ “At Door” Tuition $895
☐ SPECIAL PRICE for attendees of any CFLR 2015 program:
   Deduct $100 from above tuitions (previous attendance subject to verification)

Note: This program is produced in conjunction with the California Family Law Report (CFLR). The TRG RUTTERPASS and LAW FIRM PASS are not accepted for this program.

TOTAL

COURSE MATERIALS
Please select which method you would like to receive your course materials
☐ Course Materials on USB Drive (must bring laptop)
☐ Printed Course Materials

SPECIAL OFFER ON PRACTICE GUIDES FOR ENROLLEES
Call 1-800-747-3161, ext. 2 to order!

California Practice Guide: Family Law
(regularly $555) $277.50 plus tax

California Practice Guide: Family Law FORMS
(regularly $260) $130 plus tax

NAME ____________________________________________
PHONE (___) ___________ E-MAIL ADDRESS __________
STATE BAR NUMBER (REQUIRED FOR MCLE REPORTING) __________
FIRM ____________________________________________
ADDRESS _________________________________ SUITE _________
CITY ____________________________ STATE ______ ZIP _________

☐ Enclosed is my check for $__________ payable to THE RUTTER GROUP.
☐ Charge $__________ on my ☐ VISA ☐ MASTERCARD ☐ AMERICAN EXPRESS
CREDIT CARD # ____________________________ EXP. DATE __________

SIGNATURE (required for all orders) ____________________________

3 ways to enroll!
Call 1-800-747-3161 (ext. 2) • Visit www.CFLR.com™
Mail or fax this order form • Fax to 1-818-377-7839
Mail to THE RUTTER GROUP:
15760 Ventura Boulevard • Suite 630 Encino, CA 91436

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Enrollees are entitled to early enrollment discounts. Your registration(s) will be considered “At Door” unless received in our office by the deadline dates listed below (NO EXCEPTIONS):
Early Bird tuition deadline (all locations): 9-25-2015
Advance tuition deadlines:
   Los Angeles: 10-30-2015
   San Ramon: 11-6-2015
   Carlsbad: 11-13-2015

Hotels: Although hotels block rooms at a special rate, they may become unavailable a few weeks before the course begins.

Refunds: Tuition is 80% refundable up to 10 days before the start of the selected program.

Confirmation Will Be Sent: Retain a copy of your completed registration form. If you do not preregister, call to confirm that space is available and that there are no changes in location or times.

Additional Fees: $75 split registration; $50 each change in location.